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The MyAdbox platform can accept a wide variety of media formats. While this 
document covers the specifications for the most common formats, if you need 
specifications for an alternate media type not found herein, please contact a 
MyAdbox Project Manager and we’ll get you the information.

The power of the MyAdbox system is MyAdbuilder - our content building 
application - which allows an end user to create their own marketing material 
from supplied templates. These templates require swappable content, so we’ve 
also included details in this document of how to supply Swappable Assets.
Note that elements that require Swappable Assets will need to be supplied with 
the template layout.  
 
MyAdbox also houses downloadable assets – non-editable marketing material for 
direct download.

All major types of non-editable media is also accommodated in MyAdbox, 
including things like:

• Mirror hangers, posters, brochures, counter cards, flyers etc. (.pdf )
• Radio scripts and/or audio files (.wav .doc .pdf )
• Video files (.mov .mp4)
• Imagery and social media files (.jpg .png .ai .gif .psd)

MEDIA FORMAT SUMMARY

The MyAdbox Studio team needs your original working files 
to turn your creative into editable templates.  
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Editable Templates Supplied file type

Print/Press .indd/.idml

Point of Sale .indd/.idml

Static Banner .indd/.idml

Out of Home .indd/.idml

Direct Mail .indd/.idml

TVC/Cinema .mov

Animated GIF .psd

eDM .html

HTML BANNER .html
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MyAdbuilder works by taking InDesign files and adapting them to become 
templates – making elements of the design swappable or editable.

For our team to create the templates. We need the original working files. InDesign 
files need to be supplied in a packaged folder, including all links and document 
fonts, as well as both an IDML and the regular InDesign working file.

Moreover, we need InDesign documents for press templating supplied in the 
below default sizes. (Note: These sizes are applicable to Australia only. For 
international size requirements contact MyAdbox.)

For other sizes and media types (such as A4 and A3) please use the usual default 
sizing. If the document is to have bleed, please note this on the brief and include it 
on the supplied files. If not, please remove bleed entirely.

Linked images from the documents should be supplied as layered .psd files. This 
allows the MyAdbox studio to program them to be responsive, and automatically 
resize to a template’s proportions. 

Linked images should be supplied with inkweights corresponding to the intended 
publication type, for example:

• For Gloss, an ink weight of 300
• For Newsprint, an ink weight of 230

When supplying hero images it’s best that the background extends past the 
intended image border. MyAdbox will then scale the image 10mm to 15mm on 
either side of that border. This ensures that when the image is imported into a 
template, it has the capacity to automatically adjust to the template’s proportions; 
and avoids the image obscuring other creative content.

Below is a good example of adequate space within a supplied image .
The yellow line indicates the approximate trim-line of the advertisement.

CREATIVE SPECS FOR ADOBE-NATIVE MEDIA FORMATS
Press, Direct Mail, POS & Static JPEG

Press Name Dimensions

Full Page 262mm (w) x 385mm (h)

Half Page 262mm (w) x 188mm (h)

Strip 262mm (w) x 100mm (h)

Quarter Page 135mm (w) x 190mm (h)
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CREATIVE SPECS FOR OTHER MEDIA FORMATS

TVC files exported from the system involve layering an editable text-based dealer 
tag over the top of the end frames of a video file. To make this possible, we will 
need adequate space for this text together with enough on-screen time to digest 
the message.

The layout and size of this text should be pre-approved by the Head Office 
Marketing team.

TVCs need to be supplied to us in High Resolution 1920x1080 .mov format. 
MyAdbox will handle any necessary compression or downsizing according to the 
TVC’s intended use.

If footage is intended for television broadcast it needs to be compliant with 
broadcasting regulations (eg. loudness requirements, plus 12 frames of audio 
silence at beginning and end of TVC).

TVCs, Cinema and editable video
MyAdbox eDMs work on the same templating concept as Adobe-native media 
formats, except they use a different ‘base’ file type.

Content defined within the HTML eDM file is swappable or editable with 
alternative pre-defined content.

We request that all eDMs are supplied with the working HTML file, as well as any 
required swappable assets in the form of an archived file.

To ensure that your HTML file is working, test it in a mail-serving platform before 
supplying to MyAdbox.

eDMs

To create editable HTML5 Banners, MyAdbox modifies an existing HTML5 Banner 
file to support swappable, pre-defined content.

HTML5 Banners intended for templating by MyAdbox must be supplied with all of 
the required assets, including images and fonts.

Please contact your MyAdbox Project Manager for a detailed HTML5 
specification document.

TVCs, Cinema and editable video Animated GIF templates can accommodate editable text elements. Files should 
be provided to MyAdbox as working .psd files, with editable text fields opened and 
closed using chevrons < >.

In addition, text needs to be on its own layer, and live. The text size and font 
should be pre-approved by Head Office Marketing team.

Animated GIFs
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CREATIVE SPECS FOR SWAPPABLE ASSETS

Swappable assets are assets that are linked to templates, providing alternative 
content options. All assets, both swappable and complete, are housed in 
MyAssets - the Digital Asset Management software of the MyAdbox platform.

Swappable vehicle assets require consistency for them to function within a 
template. Vehicles need to be set on the same size canvas, on the same horizon, 
and in proportion across the whole range of asset angles. Each image should 
be supplied contoured (etched), with transparency, at 300dpi, at the size of the 
largest space you would use in an advertisement. Images should be supplied in a 
.png .tiff or .psd format.

While variations in vehicle sizes is acceptable, they must be aligned to the same 
horizontal and vertical axis so that they will swap in and out of the template 
consistently. See illustrations below: a large vehicle model and a small model sit 
within the same constraints, while still demonstrating a relative difference in the 
vehicle size. Hint: the best way is align the back wheels of the images so that 
images are able to be switched in and out of the creative.

INCORRECT
The difference in size between the two 
vehicles is too great, so their relative 
size will not be represented correctly in 
the creative.

CORRECT
The relative difference in size between 
the two vehicles is accurately 
represented and they’ll appear correctly 
in the creative.
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HOW TO SUPPLY ARTWORK - PRESS
When supplying artwork for the platform, please take note of the 
following specifications.

EPS/AI/IDML/INDD
Artwork should be packaged in a folder with all accompanying links and fonts so 
it can be sent to print and changes can be made if required.

PSD/TIFF/JPEG
If the image contains layers, save your file as a .psd. If not, please save as a JPEG, 
TIFF or EPS. The minimum acceptable resolution is 300dpi.

File formats

BLEED
If bleed is required on your finished product, please include the required bleed on 
each side of your document setup.

MARGINS
As a guide, important design elements and text should be placed at least 5mm 
from the document edge.

RESOLUTION
Images used/supplied need to be at least 300dpi. This will ensure that 
your artwork prints at high quality. Web images are usually 72dpi and not 
recommended for print.

COLOUR
If your artwork is being offset printed, supply files in CMYK colour space 
only (RGB files are unacceptable for offset printing). Please use 100% black. 
(Registration or RGB black will not be accepted).

OVERPRINTING
Please turn this option off, unless absolutely necessary. We recommend 
assessing overprinting objects individually. (i.e. choosing to overprint thin/small 
text on a coloured background is acceptable).

IMAGES
Linked images need to be supplied as layered Photoshop files. This allows the 
MyAdbox studio to set up the images to automatically respond and resize in 
proportion to the template, if required. (See diagram below)

Above is a good example of adequate space required beyond the trim line of the 
trim line of the advertisement (noted here as the dashed yellow line)

Because the artboard can be resized within the MyAdbox platform, supply your  
hero images with extended backgrouds. MyAdbox needs to be able to scale the 
image up to 10mm to 15mm on each side for it to cater for the size variations of 
a template. That margin of space ensures the image scales alongside the other 
creative content, without compromising the layout of the copy, logos, dealer tags 
and other design elements.

Note: MyAdbox requires 3 to 5 days to prepare, test and upload content to the 
platform. Timings and cost may vary according to the work required and work 
will only commence after the client has approved estimates. 

File setup/requirements
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HOW TO SUPPLY ARTWORK

To prepare a file for output to a large format the rules of traditional printing don’t 
necessarily apply. In general, TIFF or EPS files are the preferred file types of large 
format printing.

TIFF
Preferred for producing large files without sacrificing quality. This format will 
preserve special features like layers and transparency when saved
from Photoshop.

EPS
A versatile file format, combining text, graphics and images. Use this file type for 
vector-based images in Adobe Illustrator.

RESOLUTION
Billboards and other large printing formats are going to be viewed at distance. 
You will need to consider viewing distance when deciding on resolution. MyAdbox 
recommends a minimum of 300dpi; and please ensure all your images are in 
CMYK.

BILLBOARD SPECS
Files with a printed size greater than 6x4m should be set up at 10% @300dpi of 
final size. Please add 2.5mm bleed on all sides of art.

File supply – not editable large-format assets

To make an editable large-format template, MyAdbox requires press quality
Adobe-native  (preferably InDesign) files, packaged with all fonts, links and idml.

The scale, or percentage, of the final output size needs to be specified. 
If your banner is larger than the maximum dimensions in your authoring 
application, you must work on a scaled-down file.

The maximum dimensions in InDesign are 216 inches in either direction. In 
Illustrator, maximum dimensions are a little larger, 227.5 inches in either
width or height.

HIGH RESOLUTION 6x3m (HR)
Files should be set-up with bleed to one of the following scales:

Note: For jobs under 2 metres in size, set your artwork up at 100% final size at 
300dpi.

File supply – not editable large-format assets

Outdoor billboards/large scale

Percentage DPI

10%, 20%, 30% @300dpi

50% @200dpi

100% @100dpi
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HOW TO SUPPLY ARTWORK

Depending on the Digital format, you’ll need to supply the following
files to MyAdbox:

VECTOR IMAGE FILES
Usually these will apply to logos or line art, this can be enlarged or reduced in size 
without affecting the quality of the graphic. File formats for a vector image are: 
EPS and AI.

RASTER IMAGE FILES
More commonly used images, including digital photographs, are made up of a 
fixed number of dots or pixels. File formats for a raster image are: JPEG, GIFF, 
TIFF and PNG.

Not editable digital assets
We request that digital content for templating – including Static Banners, Static 
JPEGs and eSignatures – are provided as working layered Adobe-native files. 
They should be saved for web at no less than 72dpi, in RGB.

For specific HTML5 banner supply guidelines, which require different native files,  
please contact your MyAdbox Project Manager.

Editable digital templates

Make sure that you supply digital assets at the size you would like 
them to appear and the size you’d like them to be downloaded at.

Digital output

File Format Pros Cons

JPEG • Great for photos on the web • More padding
• Compressions are irreversable

GIF
• Low file size
• lossless compression
• Compression. Great for logos or simple art

• Only works with images that have less than 256 colours.
• Very bad for photos

TIFF • Lossless compression
• Perfect image quality. Ideal for print • Large file size

PNG • Great image quality
• Can be used in web and print • Not very well supported
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HOW TO SUPPLY ARTWORK

There are four main criteria for the supply of images:

1. Two versions of each individual image must be supplied

2. The images must be set up as transparent, with each image containing a 
vehicle and its shadow.

3. The placement of images within the image frame must be consistent. This 
ensures that differing images sit in the same defined area of the creative when 
swapped into a template.

PRESS
A version set up at 300dpi in .TIFF format. This should be at wleast 300mm 
wide to allow for use in a variety of publication sizes

WEB
A version set up at 72dpi in .png format. This should be 1920 pixels wide to 
allow for use in a variety of digital sizes.

These guidelines apply to vehicle images (jelly beans) intend-
ed for use in swappable templates.

4. In addition to vehicle placement, vehicle size should be more or less the  
same – there will obviously be some slight size variation according to varying 
model types.

Size and placement consistency remains relevant across the various angles of 
vehicle imagery.

Swappable Assets
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